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somme texts personal accounts storm of steel - the storm of steel excerpt by ernst j nger translated from the original text
in stahlgewittern by basil creighton guillement on the 23rd august we were transported in lorries to le mesnil our spirits were
excellent though we knew we were going to be put in where the battle of the somme was at its worst, storm of steel
penguinrandomhouse com books - a worldwide bestseller published shortly after the end of world war i storm of steel is a
memoir of astonishing power savagery and ashen lyricism it illuminates not only the horrors but also the fascination of total
war as seen through the eyes of an ordinary german soldier, storm of steel wikipedia - storm of steel in german in
stahlgewittern is the memoir of german officer ernst j nger s experiences on the western front during the first world war it
was originally printed privately in 1920 making it one of the first personal accounts to be published the book is a graphic
account of trench warfare it was largely devoid of editorialization when first published but was heavily revised several times,
the storm of steel work by j nger britannica com - he published in stahlgewittern 1920 the storm of steel a novel in the
form of a diary it contains vivid recollections of his life in the trenches and his experiences in combat as a company
commander in a dispassionate matter of fact voice j nger describes the heroism and suffering displayed by himself, storm
of steel by ernst j nger goodreads - community reviews this is an excellent and unusual world war i novel it s unusual in
that most wwi fiction and memoires are anti war dark and furious at the appalling human waste ernst j nger in contrast had a
grand time well that s a bit flip storm of steel is full of savagery physical suffering squalor, storm of steel free pdf djvu
epub fb2 books library - some brief overview of this book a memoir of astonishing power savagery and ashen lyricism
storm of steel illuminates not only the horrors but also the fascination of total war seen through the eyes of an ordinary
german soldier young tough patriotic but also disturbingly self aware j nger exulted in the great war, amazon com storm of
steel penguin classics deluxe - published shortly after the war s end storm of steel was a worldwide bestseller and can
now be rediscovered through michael hofmann s brilliant new translation for more than sixty five years penguin has been
the leading publisher of classic literature in the english speaking world, which translation of storm of steel by ernst j nger
is better - the thing to remember with storm of steel is that the book was an obsession to junger he constantly rewrote it
because he was desperate to make it perfect in his mind it was like a child to him and while it is indeed a ww1 classic it
plagued and worried junger until his death, book summary storm of steel - in his intro he wrote storm of steel is one of the
great books of world war i if not the greatest and storm of steel is without question the finest book on the war that i know
utterly honest truthful in good faith so even before i started even reading the text i was already anticipating how great this
was going to be, pdf the storm of steel firebase - pdf the storm of steel ernst junger served in the german front line fighting
both the british and the french for most of world war i young tough patriotic but also disturbingly self aware he exulted in the
war which he saw not just as a great national struggle but more importantly as a unique personal struggle, storm of steel
transcript battlefield wiki fandom - storm of steel transcript storm of steel edit visualeditor history comments share
opening cutscene edit electronic arts presents a dice production an african american man is seen sleeping on his bed as the
song dream a little dream of me plays throughout the man shifts in sleep seemingly in anxiety while a woman tries to calm
him down, storm of steel ernst j nger google books - a memoir of astonishing power savagery and ashen lyricism storm
of steel illuminates not only the horrors but also the fascination of total war seen through the eyes of an ordinary german
soldier young tough patriotic but also disturbingly self aware j nger exulted in the great war which he saw not just as a great
national conflict but more importantly as a unique personal struggle
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